
DRESS CODE — Irish Dance Classes 2021 

As Irish Dancing is a posture based sport and the focus is also on the legs I ask that 

Parents assist in sending students to class in the following manner. This will help 

with their Technique and Posture. 

- All Irish Students are required to attend class in neat and tidy dance clothes 

- The Halloran Uniform singlet and bike shorts are encouraged. The leggings and 

jackets should only be worn for warm up 

- If you do not have the Uniform students should wear black bike shorts and leotards, 

singlet tops or T-Shirts. 

- All clothing should be tight fitting and avoid any large slogans and NO fluoro 

colours. 

- The Teachers prefer if Irish Students are in black clothing 

- NO long black or coloured leggings or tights should be worn. 

- Short black skirts may be worn. 

- NO School uniforms, baggy tops or baggy sports shorts to be worn. 

- Students should wear white bubble socks as they do in competition. 

- NO short socks or coloured socks. 

- Hair must be tied back neatly with no fringes or hair over your face. 

- Please make sure your child has the correct footwear at all times. 

- Ensure that your child has blister protection if they have new hard shoes. 

- BEGINNERS may wear shorts and tops and socks until they get started. 

- Boys must wear shorts that are not too baggy and black singlets or black T-Shirts. 

Black socks at shin length must be worn also. They may wear the Halloran Singlet or 

the Polo Shirt.               

- NO food is allowed into class. DRINK BOTTLE, HAND TOWEL and SHOES only. 

 

- In addition to the normal dress code we ask at the moment that students arrive and 

leave with a mask. 


